RESEARCH ASSOCIATE FOR THE PROJECT “CLICCS - CLIMATE, CLIMATIC CHANGE, AND SOCIETY” § 28 SUBSECTION 3 HMBHG (2 POSITIONS)

Institution: Cluster of Excellence „Climate, Climatic Change, and Society ( CliCCS)” (climate research) Faculty of Mathematics, Informatics and Natural Sciences and the Faculty of Business, Economics and Social Sciences
Salary level: EGR. 13 TV-L / EGR. 14 TV-L
Start date: 01.01.2022, fixed until 31.12.2025 (This is a fixed-term contract in accordance with Section 2 of the academic fixed-term labor contract act [Wissenschaftszeitvertragsgesetz, WissZeitVG]).
Application deadline: 2021-11-30
Scope of work: full-time position suitable for part-time

Responsibilities:
Duties include academic services in the project named above. Research associates may also pursue independent research and further academic qualifications.

Specific Duties:
The persons holding these posts will play crucial roles in providing the CLICCS synthesis, which will be centred on an annual assessment of ongoing climate research toward the CLICCS research question on possible and plausible climate futures. In collaboration with the CLICCS spokespersons and Theme leaders, the postholders will review and assess new results, both within CLICCS and outside, and synthesize these results in the annual Hamburg Climate Futures Outlook. The work entails all aspects toward the Hamburg Climate Futures Outlook, from the ongoing review of relevant literature and other assessments, to the collection of relevant results from the individual CLICCS projects, to the interaction with internal and external experts providing annual assessments through dedicated workshops. It is foreseen that some specific synthesis results will be published separately in peer-reviewed journals.

Requirements:
A university degree in a relevant subject plus doctorate. The positions require self-motivated, collaborative thinkers who seek and create opportunities and who are able to plan, organize, and execute multi-task problems to meet deadlines. A doctorate is required, as is the demonstrated ability to publish research findings through the relevant outlets in the chosen field. The positions demand a disciplinary background in one of the fields relevant to CLICCS, such as climate physics, social science, economics, or carbon cycle research; and in addition the willingness and the ability to work in a broad interdisciplinary context. Outstanding written and oral communication skills in English are essential; communication skills in German would be an asset. Specifically, working experiences in one of the following topics
We offer

- Reliable remuneration based on wage agreements
- Continuing education opportunities
- University pensions
- Attractive location
- Flexible working hours
- Work-life balance opportunities
- Reduced rates available for a HVV-Profikard (transit pass) and much more
- Health management
- Educational leave
- 30 days of vacation per annum

As a University of Excellence, Universität Hamburg is one of the strongest research universities in Germany. As a flagship university in the greater Hamburg region, it nurtures innovative, cooperative contacts to partners within and outside academia. It also provides and promotes sustainable education, knowledge, and knowledge exchange locally, nationally, and internationally.

Severely disabled and disabled applicants with the same status will receive preference over equally qualified non-disabled applicants.

---

Tips on applying

Contact

Prof. Anita Engels
anita.engels@uni-hamburg.de
+49 40 42838-3832

Prof. Dr. Detlef Stammer
detlef.stammer@uni-hamburg.de
+49 40 42838-5052

Location

Bundesstraße 53
20146 Hamburg
Zu Google Maps

Reference number

365

Application deadline

2021-11-30

Applications should include a cover letter, a tabular curriculum vitae, and copies of degree certificate(s). Please send applications by email to: dics-applications.cen@uni-hamburg.de

More information on data protection in selection procedure.